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Abstract: In this paper, an improved algorithm PSVD for computing the singular subspace of a matrix corresponding 
to its smallest singular values is presented. As only a basis of the desired singular subspace is needed, the classical 
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm can be modified in three ways. First, the Householder t ansforma- 
tions of the bidiagonalization need only to be applied on the base vectors of the desired singular subspace. Second, the 
bidiagonal must only be partially diagonalized and third, the convergence rate of the iterative diagonalization can be 
improved by an appropriate choice between QR and QL iteration steps. An analysis of the operation counts, as well as 
computational results, show the relative fficiency of PSVD with respect to the classical SVD algorithm. Depending on 
the gap, the desired numerical accuracy and the dimension of the desired subspace, PSVD can be three times faster 
than the classical SVD algorithm while the same accuracy can be maintained. The new algorithm can be successfully 
used in total least squares applications, in the computation of the null space of a matrix and in solving (non) 
homogeneous linear equations. Based on PSVD a very efficient and reliable algorithm is also derived for solving 
nonhomogeneous equations. 
Keywords: Singular value decomposition, numerical linear algebra, singular subspace, total least squares, (non)homo- 
geneous equations, null space 
1. Int roduct ion 
Let A be an m × n matrix, with m >/n. The Singular Value Decompos i t ion  (SVD) of A is 
def ined by [7] 
- T [ 1 = U, ,xmZ, ,×,V ,×,= [U1; U2] [ ]Z  V T (1) Amx. 
0 
with U 1 = [u l , . . . ,  u,], U 2 = [u,+ 1 . . . .  , Urn], U t ~ R" ,  uTu  = I, ,  the left singular vectors V--  
Iv 1 . . . .  , v,], v i ~ R" ,  vTv  = In the right singular vectors and 2; = diag(o 1 . . . . .  o,) the singular 
values organized for convenience in decreasing order  of magni tude i.e. o i >~ oi+ 1 
I f  o, 4. 0, the columns of  Ua (resp. rV)  const i tute an or thonormal  basis for the range (resp. 
row space) of  A while the columns of U z span the complement  of  the range of A. 
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The rank of A is immediately deduced from the number of singular values strictly greater than 
zero, i.e. rank(A)= r if or+ 1 . . . . .  o , - -0.  There is no loss of generality in assuming that 
rn >/n. Indeed, if m < n then we can instead compute the SVD of A T. 
The SVD can be considered as the most reliable and widely used technique in linear algebra. It 
arises in least squares [7] and total least squares (TLS) applications [13], in the computation of 
the pseudoinverse [6] and in the solution of (non)homogeneous linear equations [7]. Because of 
its solid numerical properties, the SVD is now incorporated in many reliable algorithms used in 
the most diverse fields: digital image processing [1], optimization [2], system identification [9], 
modal analysis [10], economics . . . . .  However, its greatest disadvantage is its high computational 
cost. This is the main reason why less reliable methods are still used in apphcations where 
computational speed is an important factor such as e.g. on-line calculations. 
A considerable saving in computation time can however be obtained when one only needs a 
few singular vectors or simply a basis of a singular subspace. For example, in solving homoge- 
neous linear equations Ax = 0, only the calculation of the right singular vector of A correspond- 
ing to its minimal singular value, is required. Likewise in total least squares (TLS) applications 
Ax = b with A of full rank, the solution is obtained [8,12] from the right singular vector of 
[A; b], corresponding to its smallest singular value. If multiple right hand sides B = [b I . . . . .  ha] 
are used or if the data A and B are inaccurate, one requires the computation of a basis of the 
right singular subspace of [A; B], corresponding to its smallest singular values [8, Sec. 12.3;12]. 
The same applies for the calculation of the null space of a perturbed matrix whose rank is 
defined by the number of its singular values larger than a certain perturbation level 0. Even the 
solution of nonhomogeneous linear equations AX = B only requires the computation of the null 
space of the corresponding matrix [A; B]. For all those cases the algorithm presented in this 
paper, can be used and reduces the computation time considerably while the reliability of the 
classical SVD algorithm is maintained. It calculates in an efficient and reliable way a basis for 
the left and/or  right singular subspace of a matrix corresponding to its smallest singular values. 
The dimension of the desired subspace may be fixed or depend on a given parameter 0. 
The paper is organized into five sections. In Section 2, the classical SVD algorithm is briefly 
described. Section 3 shows the modifications in the classical SVD algorithm which improve the 
computational efficiency in the cases mentioned above. In Section 4 both algorithms are 
compared, their relative efficiency is evaluated and demonstrated with some examples. Finally, 
the conclusions are given in Section 5. 
2. The classical SVD-Algorithm 
We use the same notations as in [7] and [4] and assume m >~ n. This algorithm consists of three 
phases. In the first phase, matrix A is made bidiagonal. One constructs two finite sequences of 
Householder transformations [8, Sec. 3.3] 
p(k), k -1 ,2  . . . .  ,p  and p=min(m- l ,n )  
and 
Q(k), k= l ,2  . . . .  ,q and q=min(n -2 ,  m), 
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such that 











is an upper bidiagonal matrix. Specially, p(O zeros out the subdiagonal elements in column i 
and Q(J) zeros out the appropriate lements in row j. Because all the transformations introduced 
are orthogonal, the singular values of j(o) are the same as those of A. Thus, if 
j (0 )  __. G~,H T (3) 




A = PG~,HTQ v (4) 
U = PG, V = QH (5) 
p _- p(1) . . .  p(p)  (6) 
Q = Q(1) . . .  Q(q) (7 )  
In the process, the matrix A can be destroyed and the p(i) (resp. Q(i) )  are  stored in the lower 
(resp. upper triangular) part of A. 
After the bidiagonalization, the orthogonal matrices P in (6) and/or  Q in (7) must be 
computed explicitly during the second phase if U and/or  V in (1) are required. This is done by 
accumulating the Householder transformations p(O in (6) (resp. Q(i) in (7)) in the space 
provided for U (resp. V). 
After this initialization phase, the bidiagonal j(o) can be diagonalized iteratively by the QR 
method [8, Sec. 8.3] during the third phase. This diagonalization implies the construction of a 
sequence 
j(0) _ , jo )  _ . . . . .  ~ ~ where j ( i+ l )  = (s( i ) )T j (OT( i ) ;  (8) 
S (° and T ¢° are products of Givens transformations [8,Sec. 3.4] and are hence orthogonal. The 
matrices T (° are chosen so that the sequence j (o r j (o  converges to a diagonal matrix while the 
matrices S(° are chosen so that all j (o  have a bidiagonal form. The products of the T (° and the 
S (° are exactly the matrices H and G T, respectively, in (5). It has been reported in [7] that the 
average number of iterations on j (o  in (8) is approximately 2n, i.e. j(2n) is usually a good 
approximation to a diagonal matrix. In order to accumulate the transformations and obtain the 
final matrices U and/or  V, the S (;) are applied to P from the right and (T(°) T are applied to Q'r 
from the left, for each i. If m is larger than ~n, the computations are made more efficient by first 
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transforming the matrix A into upper triangular form, by Householder transformations on the 
left [4]: 
i i] L (.) . . .  L(1)A = LTA = = 
0 
(9) 
where R is n × n upper triangular and L is orthogonal, and then proceed to bidiagonalize R. 
The important difference here is that the matrix R is much smaller than A (if n 2 << ran), and so 
the work required to bidiagonalize R is much less than that originally done by the right 
transformations when m >> n. It can be easily verified that if the SVD of R is equal to XXY T, 
then the SVD of A is given by 
We can identify U with L[xT;  0] T and V with Y. Observe that one requires an extra product 
L[xT;  01T. This can be obtained from 
by first accumulating L[ I ;  0] T in the space provided for U, and then multiplying by X. If U is 
not needed explicitly, e.g. in TLS problems, then we do not have to accumulate any left 
transformations, and in that case, for m >/n we will make a substantial saving. This algorithm 
which triangularizes A whenever n >/~n, is called the hybrid SVD algorithm in [4]. 
3. The partial SVD algorithm (PSVD) 
The original motivation was to improve the speed of the classical SVD algorithm when one 
requires only a basis of the singular subspace of a matrix corresponding to its smallest singular 
values. 
In that case, three improvements are possible. 
3.1. Delay initialization phase 
During the second phase of the classical SVD algorithm, the matrices U and V are initialized 
by forming the products of applied Householder transformations (6) and (7) explicitly. Now, 
since only a few vectors in U and/or  V are requested, we can save a great amount of work by 
delaying the initialization of U and V until the end of the diagonalization phase. By only 
applying then the Householder t ansformations p(i) (resp. Q(i)) on those vectors in G (resp. H) 
in (5) which are associated with the desired smallest singular values of the bidiagonal j~0), we 
obtain the desired base vectors in U (resp. V) with a reduced computational effort. 
3.2. Partial diagonalization 
During the diagonalization phase, the singular values and associated vectors are computed one 
after the other. If convergence has occurred to all desired singular values, then the associated 
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singular vectors remain unchanged uring the following QR iterations when the QR method is 
converging to the remaining singular values. Hence, we can stop the QR iterations immediately 
after all desired singular values have been reached. In case of one singular vector, this means that 
the QR method only needs to converge to the associated singular value. No further QR iterations 
are needed for the computation of the required singular vector. Thus, the iteration process may 
be stopped as soon as convergence has occurred to all desired singular values. Moreover, if only 
a basis for a singular subspace is required, we need not zero out all associated superdiagonal 
elements of the bidiagonal j(i). We have only to partition the bidiagonal into unreduced 
subbidiagonals, uch that all singular values of each subbidiagonal re either all greater than a 
given bound 8 or all smaller than or equal to O. The required basis then consists of all the vectors 
associated with those subbidiagonals, whose singular values are all smaller than or equal to the 
bound 8. 
By choosing an appropriate shift for the QR iterations, we proceed as follows: 
- One constructs a sequence of bidiagonals j (o,  similar to (8) in the classical SVD algorithm. 
- After each QR iteration step with appropriate shift (ith step), one obtains: 
j ( i )  = 




J(k i) 0 
containing k unreduced subbidiagonals 0] 
X X 




- The subbidiagonals jj(o are partitioned into three classes: 
C, = { Jj l all singular values of Jj are > O }, 
C2 = ( Jj [all singular values of Jj are ~< 0 }, 
C3 = { Jj I Jj has at least one singular value ~< O and at least one singular value > O }. 
- If C 3 is empty then stop, else apply one QR iteration step onto each element of C3 and classify 
again. 
In order to obtain a basis for the singular subspace of a matrix corresponding to its smallest 
singular values, the shift is set equal to the smallest diagonal element of the considered 
subbidiagonal. This shift must be smaller than the given bound O, otherwise it is set equal to 
zero. With this choice the iteration process is forced to converge first to the smallest singular 
values of the matrix and its associated vectors. 
If no bound on the singular values can be given but instead, the dimension d of the desired 
singular subspace is known, then one can compute after the bidiagonalization phase and using 
the bisection method, an appropriate bound 0 such that the matrix has exactly d singular values 
smaller than or equal to O. For more details, see [8, Sec. 8.5]. 
The classification of the subbidiagonals i based on the Sturm sequence property of the 
unreduced tridiagonal matrices Tj (O= j (or jy)  [8, Sec. 8.5]. One can easily compute the number 
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of singular values of Tff ) smaller than or equal to the bound O, by counting the number of sign 
changes in the sequence 
po(O), pa(O),. . . ,p,(O) (13) 
where po(O) - 1 and pr(O) = det(Tff ) - 0- I )  for r = 1 . . . . .  s with s the dimension of Tf i). 
(Convention: p,(O) has the opposite sign from p,_l(0) if pr(O)= 0). A simple determinantal 
expansion can be used to show that 
pr(O)=(%-O)p~_, (O) -B)p~_2(O) ,  r= l  . . . . .  s (14) 
with a~ the diagonal and 13, the superdiagonal e ements of the tridiagonal Tfi)(/31 = 0). These 
coefficients are immediately obtained from their relation with the elements of the bidiagonal 
[ I  l 
O~ 1 t~2 0 qa e2 0 
Tfi)= jff)Tjfi)= a2 /3, and J f f)= q20 e, ' (15) 
B, a, qs 
jfo. Let 
then 
ai=qZi+e~, i=1  . . . .  ,s and e l=0 , 
~i+1 = qiei+l, i = 1,. . . ,  s - 1. 
3.3. QL iterations 
Usually, the smallest diagonal element of the bidiagonal jr0) in (2) is the element in the lower 
right comer, i.e. q,. This is surely the case if the gap between the singular values is large. Hence, 
QR iterations are appropriate. However, in some cases, e.g. when the gap is not so large, the 
smallest diagonal element may be in the upper left comer, i.e. ql in (2). In this case the number 
of iteration steps can be greatly reduced by using QL iterations. QL iterations diagonalize the 
bidiagonal by zeroing the superdiagonal e ements from top to bottom while QR iterations tart 
the zeroing process at the bottom superdiagonal e ement and go on to the top superdiagonal 
element [3]. In other words, the QL method is identical to the QR method except that at each 
step the matrix (J(i)-shift. I )  is factored into a product of an orthogonal matrix and a lower 
triangular matrix (with QR, we obtain an upper triangular matrix). 
3.4. Outline of the PSVD algorithm 
In essence, a delay of the initialization phase (section 3.1) improves the efficiency of PSVD 
optimally if the number of desired vectors << n. The partial diagonalization (section 3.2) works 
best if the gap between the singular values associated with the desired and undesired vectors is 
large. This is usually the case when solving TLS problems and (non)homogeneous linear 
equations. In case of a smaller gap, the convergence rate can be improved by using QL iterations 
(section 3.3). 
All these improvements are incorporated in the following "partial SVD" algorithm PSVD. 
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Algorithm 3.4. Partial SVD (PSVD) 
Given: 
-an  m × n matrix A, m >~ n, 
- a bound 0 on the singular values o i of A associated with the desired singular subspace or its 
dimension d, and 
- logical variables wantu and wantv indicating the need for a basis of a left or right singular 
subspace, respectively. 
Step 1. Bidiagonalization phase 
(a) If m >~ ~n, then transform A into upper triangular form R (see (9)) by Householder 
transformations L(1)... L ("). 
(b) Transform A (or R) into bidiagonal form j(0) (see (2)), using Householder transforma- 
tions pO) . . ,  ptp) and Q(1)... Q(q) with p = min(m - 1, n) and q = min(n - 2, m). 
(c) If (wantu), then initialize G with the m × m identity matrix 1 m. 
If (wantv), then initialize H with the n × n identity matrix 1,. 
Step 2. Partial diagonalization phase 
If 0 is not known, then compute 0 such that #{o~( J  (°)) 1o~< 0} =d,  using a bisection 
method. 
If (q, ~< ql) in (2), then use QR iterations else use QL iterations. 
For  i = 0, 1 . . . .  
classify the k unreduced subbidiagonals Jy),  j=  1 . . . .  , k of the bidiagonal j~o in 
(12), obtained in the ith iteration step, into three classes: 
C, = { J j lo , ( J j )  > O, V i} ,  
c2 = (Yj I < 0, Vi}, 
C3= ( J j l3 i :  o,(Jj) ~< 0 and 3t: ot(Jj) > 0}; 
if C 3 empty then go to Step 3 else 
begin 
perform one QR/QL  iteration step onto each element Jy)  of C 3 with sh i f t= 
max(0, min{q j lq j  ~ diag(Jf  i)) and ]q~] ~< 0}) using Givens rotations S <i) and T(°: 
jgCi+ 1) = (S(i))Tj(i)T(i). 
if (wantu), then apply the Givens rotations S (° onto G; 
if (wantv), then apply the Givens rotations T (i) onto H 
end 
end. 
Step 3. Back transformation phase 
(a) Apply the Householder transformations pro (resp. QtO) onto each vector g~ of G (resp. h i 
of H),  associated with the bidiagonals in C2; 
if (wantu) u i ~ p(1) . . .  P(P)gi and p = min(m - 1, n), 
if (wantv) v i ~ Q(x) . . .  Q(q)h~ and q = min(n - 2, m). 
(b) If m >i ~n and (wantu), then apply the Householder transformations L ~° onto each 
computed vector u~ in Step 3(a): u; ~ L ta) • • - L(")ui.  
END.  
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Observe that only minor modifications in the algorithm are required to compute a basis of the 
singular subspace of a matrix, corresponding to its largest singular values (> 8). Indeed, one 
must compute another shift in order to converge to the largest singular values, and the base 
vectors associated with the subbidiagonals of C1 are now considered• 
3. 5. The case m < n 
If m < n, we can apply the PSVD algorithm of section 3.4 on A x. Sometimes, it may be 
preferable to work on A. For those cases, the PSVD algorithm of section 3.4 can also be used but 
before the diagonalization phase one preprocessing step must be included in order to bring the 
bidiagonal into its right form. In fact, bidiagonalizing an m × n matrix A, m < n, produces an 
m x (m + 1) bidiagonal of the form: [qe 01 j(0) _ q2 
0 e m 
qm em + 1 
(16) 
Just like in [5, Sec. 11], the element e,,,+ 1 in the lower right corner is cancelled by Givens 
rotations, which must be performed on the matrix V. If j(0) is unreduced, m Givens rotations 
are needed. 
In order to apply the algorithm to all possible m and n, an extra step is needed: 
Step 1. (d): i f  m < n then  
begin 
cancel e,,+x of j(0) in (16) by Givens rotations F(~): 
j(o) ,_. F(1) . . . F(r) j(o),  r <~ m; 
i f  (wantv), apply the Givens rotations F (/) onto H: 
H ~ F (1 ) . . .  F(r)I~, r <~ m 
end. 
3.6. Computat ional  considerations 
If m > n, the Givens rotations S (i) associated with each QR/QL  iteration step in the partial 
diagonalization phase, have only to be applied on the first n rows of G. This is immediately clear 
from the fact that the Givens rotations S (~) only affect the first n columns of G. As the last 
(m - n) components of the first n columns of G are set to zero during the initialization of G, 
they remain unaffected by the Givens rotations S (°. The same applies, if m < n, for the first m 
columns of H. However, in the preprocessing step, the (n + 1)th row of H is affected by the 
Givens rotations F (~) and made nonzero• Hence, if m < n, the Givens rotations T (° have to be 
applied on the first (m + 1) rows of H. 
The classical SVD algorithm accumulates the Householder transformations p(O and Q(O of 
the bidiagonal phase, already before the diagonalization, in the space provided for U and V 
respectively. As all elements in U and V are nonzero, the Givens rotations S (° and T (° of the 
diagonalization phase must be applied on all components in the first n columns of U and V (if 
m >~ n). Thus, if m >/n and vectors from the left singular subspace U of A are wanted, then each 
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Givens rotation in the diagonalization phase costs O(m) operations when using the classical SVD 
algorithm, while PSVD only requires O(n) operations (see section 4.2). 
Moreover, if m > n and only the basis U 2 in (1) is required, i.e. a basis for the orthogonal 
complement of the range of A, the computations with PSVD can be made extremely efficient. 
First, the partial diagonalization phase can be entirely omitted. This is clear from the fact that 
the Givens rotations S (i) of each QR/QL  iteration step operate only on the first n columns of U. 
The last (m - n) columns, i.e. U 2, are unaffected. Secondly, if we first triangularize A to upper 
triangular form R, we can omit the bidiagonalization phase of R entirely, if only the basis U 2 in 
(1) is required. This is clear from (10) and (11) by showing that the matrix U is obtained by 
multiplying the m × m matrix L (containing the Householder t ansformations of the triangulari- 
zations of A) with the m x n matrix [XT; 0] T (with X containing the Householder transforma- 
tions of the bidiagonalization of R). As the last (m - n) columns of [xT; 0] are zero, it follows 
that the last (m - n) columns of U i.e. U 2, are unaffected by the bidiagonalization of R. 
Thus, if m > n and only the basis U2 in (1) is desired, the PSVD algorithm reduces to the 
execution of the following steps: 
Algorithm 3.6. U 2 computation 
Step 1. (a) Transform A into upper triangular form R (see (9)), by Householder t ansformations 
L °) . . -  L {") from the left. 
Step 3.(b) Apply the Householder transformations L u) onto the last (m-  n) columns of the 
m X m identity matrix I,,. [00]r g z = [u .+ 1, u,,,] ~ L ~x) ' ' '  L (") 0 • " ,  m-n .  
1 
The same applies for the case m < n when only the base vectors Ore+ 1. . . . .  V, of the kernel of A 
are required. In that case, A must be triangularized by Householder transformations from the 
right. 
3. 7. Solution of a set of  nonhomogeneous equations 
Using Algorithm 3.6, the computation time for solving nonhomogeneous linear equations 
AX = B with SVD reduces drastically. Indeed, we can bring AX = B with A n x n, X and B 
n x d matrices, into the following form: 
[xT ; - - I ] [A ;  B IT=0 (17) 
with [A, B] T an (n + d)× n matrix of rank n. Taking the SVD (1) of [A; B] x, (n + d)  left 
singular vectors u,. and n right singular vectors v~ can be computed. If [A; B] x has rank n, then 
there are exactly d vectors u, + 1, . . . ,  u,  + d in the orthogonal complement of the range of [A; BIT. 
As the d solution vectors in (17) must be orthogonal with respect o the range of [A; B] x, i.e. U1 
in (1), they must be parallel with the vectors u,+ a . . . . .  u,+ d, i.e. U2 in (1): 
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Hence the solution matrix X is obtained from (18) by solving 
XU22 = - U21. (19) 
If the set of equations has only one right-hand side b, i.e. d = 1 in (17), (19) reduces to: 
[xT; -1 ]  x= -u ,+ l /u ,+, , ,+ l  (20) 
with u,+l.,+~ the (n + 1)th component of the (n + 1)th left singular vector u,+ v 
Thus, if a set of nonhomogeneous equations AX = B must be solved and rank (A) -- n, the 
solution X is obtained by the following algorithm: 
Algorithm 3.7. Solution of AX = B 
Step 1. Compute the basis 
V =Lv  jd 
of [A; B] a', using Algorithm 3.6. 
Step 2. Solve XU22 = - U21. 
Even if the rank r of [A; B] v < n and the minimum norm solution must be computed, a large 
reduction in computation time is obtained using the PSVD algorithm as only (n -  r) vectors 
u,+ 1 . . . . .  u, of [A; B] x must be processed in the partial diagonalization phase (see section 4.2). 
Indeed, if [A; B] x has rank r, then the minimum norm solution X is obtained by computing an 
orthonormal matrix Q [8, Sec. 12.3] such that: 
[Ur+l  . . . . .  Un+d]Q = 





L. _1 I L 
- - -  TJ ', 
n- r  d 
d 
(21) 
Then, the last d components of [z] are largest with respect to all (n + d)x  d matrices in 
Span( u,+ 1 . . . . .  U,+d}. The minimum norm solution X is obtained by solving: 
aX= -Z .  (22) 
The solution X in (22) is the minimum norm total least squares olution of the set AX = B. If 
the (n -  r) smallest singular values of [A; B] are exactly zero, X is also the minimum norm 
solution obtained by a least squares method. For more details, see [8, Sec. 12.3] or [12]. 
4. Comparison of the classical SVD versus the partial SVD algorithm 
4.1. Storage requirements 
If m < In, the Householder transformations p(O (resp. Q(i)) are stored in the lower (resp. 
upper triangular) part of A. If m >/ In and U is needed, then the Householder transformations 
L (° are stored in the lower part of A. The Householder t ansformations Q(i) onto the rows of the 
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triangular form R of A can be stored in the upper triangular part of A while the Householder 
transformations p~i) onto the columns of R must be stored in ½n(n + 1) extra storage locations. 
The classical SVD algorithm accumulates the products of the Householder t ansformations pro 
and Q~O immediately in U and V respectively, during the initialization phase. Hence, they need 
not be stored and matrix A can be used to store U or V. 
During the partial diagonalization phase of PSVD, the matrices G and H can be stored into 
the locations provided for the left and right singular vectors of A, U and V respectively. No extra 
storage locations are needed. Thus by delaying the initialization phase, PSVD needs m.n extra 
storage locations if U (or U and V) are needed and n 2 extra storage locations, if only V is 
needed. However, the computations are made more efficient. In the partial diagonalization 
phase, no extra storage is required. Moreover, the computation time is greately reduced (see 
section 4.2). 
4.2. Operation counts 
In Section 3, we indicated that PSVD should be more efficient than the classical SVD 
algorithm when only a few base vectors of the left and/or  right singular subspace of a matrix, 
corresponding to its smallest singular values, are needed. In this subsection we study the relative 
efficiency between the classical SVD and PSVD as a function of m and n. We do this by 
computing the number of multiplications (and divisions) for each algorithm. For the classical 
algorithm, the counts are based on the SVD algorithm DSVDC and the triangularization 
algorithm DQRDC of the LINPACK Library [5, Sec. 9 and 11] (extra calculations, which deal 
with under- and overflow, are not taken into account). In the following operation counts, we 
assume m >t n and only consider the third and second order terms in m and n. So the results are 
correct for moderate m and n. The average number of QR iteration steps for each singular value 
during the diagonalization i the classical SVD algorithm is denoted by s. The average number 
of QR/QL iteration steps needed for convergence to one base vector in PSVD is denoted by z 
and d is the dimension of the desired singular subspace in PSVD. 
1. Bidiagonalization (classical SVD and PSVD) 
m < ]n: 2ran 2 -2n  3+2n 2 
m >l ~n: mn 2 -  ]n 3 + ½n 2 + mn 
In 3 + 2n 2 
mult., 
mult. (triangularization f A), 
mult. (bidiagonalization f R). 
2. _Initialization (in classical SVD only) 
V: ~n 3 -  ½n 2 mult.; 
m < 5n/3  { if 
m >i 5n /3  ( if 
t 
UI: mn 2 - ~n 3 + ~n 2 -nm,  mult., 
U: ~m 3-  ] (m-  n) 3 + mn--  ½n 2 mult.; 
UI: 2mn 2 + ½n 3 + 2n 2 -  nm mult., 
U: ~n 2 + 2m2n - mn 2 +mn mult. 
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3. QR/QL  iterations (classical SVD and PSVD) 
classical SVD (U only): 
classical SVD ( V only): 
classical SVD (U and V required): 
PSVD (d vectors u i only): 
PSVD (d vectors o~ only): 
2sn2m + lOsn 2 + (4 -- 2s)nm mult., 
2sn 3 + 8sn 2 mult., 
2sn2m + 2sn 3 + 8sn z + (4 - 2s)nm mult., 
4zdn z + 2zdn(9 - d)  mult., 
4zdn 2 + 2zdn(9 - d)  mult., 
mult. PSVD (d vectors ui and v i required): 8zdn 2 --~ 4zdn(4 - d)  
4. Back transformation (in PSVD only) 
for each vector v i ~ V: n2 mult., 
i fm<~n,  for each vector u~U:  2mn-n  2 mult., 
if m >f ~n for each vector u~ ~ UI: 2ran mult., 
for each vector u~ ~ U~:2mn - n2 mult. 
Some comments are in order: 
(i) Usually, the average number s of QR iteration steps for each singular value during the 
diagonalization phase in the classical SVD, is assumed to be 2 [7] and is experimentally found to 
be quite accurate. 
(ii) The average number z of QR/QL  iteration steps needed for convergence to one base 
vector in PSVD is usually slightly larger than s, depending on the desired numerical accuracy ~, 
the dimension d of the desired singular subspace and the gap, i.e. the distance between 
{o~(A) lo i (A )>O} and {o i (A)  lo~(A)~O }. 
First, if the elements of the matrix A are affected by noise, we need not reduce the superdiagonal 
elements of the bidiagonals J<~) in the partial diagonalization phase of PSVD to machine 
precision but we could stop the iteration process as soon as the superdiagonal e ements are 
smaller than a given error parameter c, depending on the allowed approximation level. A value of 
c which is quite larger than the machine precision, reduces the number of required QR/QL  
iterations and thus z. Second, it has been observed experimentally that the computation time 
does not increase linearly with the dimension d of the desired singular subspace. On the 
contrary, the computation time is rather independent of d. This follows from the fact that for 
large d, the bidiagonal jo)  will preferably break down in subbidiagonals belonging to the classes 
C 1 or C 2 (see section 3.4). Hence, only a few QR/QL  iterations are needed to process the 
remaining subbidiagonals of C3. Thus, for large d the average number z of QR/QL  iterations 
will be smaller than for small d. Third, z depends on the gap. If the gap is large, i.e. larger than 
one order of magnitude, z is only slightly larger than s. Experimentally z is found to be 
approximately 3 in those cases with d = 1. But if the gap is small, z will be larger. However, due 
to the efficient choice between QR and QL iterations (see section 3.3), z can be kept small. 
(iii) From these operation counts, one can compute in which cases a delay of the initialization 
phase in PSVD (see section 3.1) which is compensated by the back substitution phase, will be 
efficient. Therefore, the dimension d of the desired singular subspace must be smaller than the 
ratio of the operation counts needed for the initialization phase to the operation counts of the 
back transformation i  PSVD e.g.: 
- If only vectors v~ are required, then d ~< 2n. 
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Table 1 
Total number  of operations of the classical SVD and PSVD for each of the Cases a, b, c, d (see section 4.2) 









<~n 2mn2+2sn3+({+Ss)n  2 
>>.~n mn2+(~+2s)n3+(2+8s)n2+mn 
<~n (3+2s)mn2-n3  +(~+lOs)n2 +(3-2s )nm 
~n 3mn2+(~+2s)n3+(~+8s)n2 
<~n (3+2s)mn2+(2s -½)n3+(3+8s)n2+(3-2s )mn 
>~n 3mn2 +(2+4s)n3 +(4+8s)n 2
<~n 2m2n+2sn2m+(~+lOs)n2+(5-2s )mn 
)~n 2m2n+(~+2s)n3+(~+Ss)n2+2mn 
2mn 2 - ~n 3 + [(4z + 1)d + 2] n 2 
mn 2 + n 3 +[(4z  + 1)d + ~21n 2 + mn 
2mn 2 - In 3 + [(4z - 1)d + 2]n 2 + 2dmn 
mn 2 + n 3 +(4zd  + ~)n 2 +(2d  + l )mn 
2mn 2 - I n  3 +(8zd  +2)n  2 +2dmn 
mn 2 + n 3 + [(8z + 1)d + ~]n 2 + (2d + 1)ran 
2m2n -mn 2 + ½n 3 +(4zd-  d -1 )n  2 - m 2 
+ (2d + 4)mn 
2m2n -2ran 2 +2n 3 +(4zd-  ½)n 2 - m 2 
+ (2d + 5)ran 
- If m < In and only vectors u i ~ U 1 are required, then d<~ ½n(m- ½n)/(m- ½n) approxi- 
mately. 
- If m < In and vectors u i ~ U 1 and oi are required, then d ~< ½n(1 + ½n/m) approximately. 
(iv) We can distinguish between four cases in the comparison: 
- Case a: only d vectors v~ are required explicitly. 
- Case b: only d vectors u~ ~ U 1 are required explicitly. 
- Case c: d vectors u~ ~ U x and d vectors o, are required explicitly. 
- Case d: d vectors u i ~ U 1 and the basis U 2 are required explicitly. 
Case a arises in total least squares applications [13,10] and in the solution of homogeneous linear 
equations (see Section 1). Case b is case c for A T. Case c arises in the computation of singular 
subspaces and case d (and also case a) arises in the computation of the null space of a perturbed 
matrix whose rank depends on a given perturbation bound 0. The total number of multiplica- 
tions (and divisions) for each case is given in Table 1. 
Using Table 1, we can compute approximations of the ratios of the operation counts of the 
classical SVD to that of PSVD in each of the four cases. The results are given in Table 2 where 
the ratio is expressed as a function of C = m/n. These ratios show the relative efficiency of 
PSVD in each of the four cases, mentioned above. 
It can be seen that the relative efficiency of PSVD increases when the dimension d of the 
desired singular subspace is relatively smaller w.r.t, the dimension , i.e. the ratio d/n decreases. 
If the average number z of QR/QL  iteration steps required for convergence to one base vector, 
is comparable with the average number s of QR iteration steps for convergence of a singular 
value using the classical SVD, PSVD is about 2.5 times faster than classical SVD in the Cases a 
and d, three times faster in Case b and 3.5 times faster in Case c. The relative efficiency of PSVD 
with respect to classical SVD decreases with growing ratio m/n in the Cases a and d, and 
increases in Case b. In Case c, the relative efficiency of PSVD is quasi independent of the ratio 
m/n. 
(v) In the context of solving nonhomogeneous equations we can also compare the operation 
counts of Algorithm 3.7 to those of other methods which are often used for such problems. 
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Table 2 
Ratio of operation counts of the classical SVD to that of PSVD for each of the Cases a, b, c, d (see section 4.2) 









(C + s ) / (C  - ½ + 2zd /n)  
( C + 2s + {) / (C  + 1 + 4zd /n)  
((3 + 2s)C - 1)/ (2 C - { + 4zd/n)  
(3C + -~ + 2s) / (C  + 1 +4zd/n)  
((3 + 2s)C + 2s - ~)/ (2  C - ~ + 8zd/n)  
(3C +2+4s) / (C  +1 + 8zd/n)  
(2C 2 + 2sC)/(2C 2 - C + ~ + 4zd /n)  
(C 2 + s + ~) / (C  2 - C + 1 + 2zd/n)  
(C + 2) / (C  - ½ + 2zd/n)  
(C + ~) / (C  + 1 + 4zd /n)  
(7C - 1 ) / (2C  - -~ +4zd/n)  
(3C + ~)/ (C  + 1 +4zd/n)  
(7C + ~t ) / (2C  - 2 + 8zd/n)  
(3C + 10) / (C  + 1 + 8zd/n)  
(2C 2 +4C)/ (2C ~ - C + ~ +4zd/n)  
(C 2 + ~) / (C  2 - C + 1 + 2zd/n)  
The operation counts for solving AX = B with X and B n × d matrices and A of full rank, 
are: 
I n  3 + (~ + 2d)n  2 multiplications. 
These counts can be compared with (only third terms are taken): 
- Gauss elimination method [8, Sec. 4 ] -  ½n 3, 
- Householder triangularization [8, Sec. 6.2] - In  3, 
- SVD method, based on the SVD of A [8, Sec. 6.5; 11] - 6n 3, 
- Classical TLS method [8, Sec. 12.3; 12] - 6n 3. 
Moreover if the rank of [A; B] < n the singular vector u n corresponding to the smallest singular 
value of [A; B] v must be computed to obtain the min imum norm solution (see Section 3.7). This 
is easily done using the PSVD algorithm. The operation counts are - ~n 3. This result is much 
better than the efficiency of the ordinary least squares method based on the SVD of A ( -  6n3), 
while maintaining the same numerical accuracy. 
4.3. Computational results 
The analysis based on the operation counts in section 4.2 agrees well with our computational 
experiments for moderate n. All tests were run on the IBM 3030 of the Central Computer Center 
at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven. Double precision was used throughout he calculation. 
The SVD routine of the L INPACK Library [5, Sec.l l]  was used as classical SVD routine. The 
matrices were randomly generated with specified singular value spectrum. In our examples given 
below, c denotes the numerical accuracy and 8, the bound separating the singular values 
associated with the desired and undesired singular subspace. The CPU times are expressed in 
milliseconds. 
Example 1. A is a 22 × 20 matrix with singular values 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7. 0.6, 
0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.0001; c = 10 -13 and O--0.01. Hence, only the singular vector 
corresponding to o20 = 0.0001 is desired. 2 QR iteration steps were required for convergence. The 
CPU times obtained when Cases a, b, c and d (defined in section 4.2) are considered are shown 
in Table 3. 
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Table 3 
Case a Case b Case c Case d 
PSVD DSVDC PSVD DSVDC PSVD DSVDC PSVD DSVDC 
bidiagonalization 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 
initialization U or V 17 19 38 24 
diagonalization 7 80 7 84 12 129 7 85 
back transformation 2 2 4 6 
Total 52 140 52 146 59 210 56 152 
Table 4 
Case a Case b Case c Case d 
PSVD DSVDC PSVD DSVDC PSVD DSVDC PSVD DSVDC 
triangularization 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
bidiagonalization f R 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
initialization U or V of R 2 2 3 2 
diagonalization f R 3 9 3 9 4 12 3 9 
back transformation 0 0 2 13 2 13 11 22 
Total 11 19 13 32 14 36 22 41 
Example 2. A is a 20 × 8 matr ix with singular values 1000, 500, 100, 50, 10, 5, 1 and 0.01; 
c ~-- -  10-13 and 0 = 0.5. Hence, only one singular vector must be computed.  3 QR iterations were 
required for convergence. I f  the Case a, b, c and d in section 4.2 are considered, the CPU times 
obta ined are those shown in Table 4. 
Example 3. A is 15 × 12 matr ix with singular values 1000, 800, 400, 100, 80, 40, 20, 10, 1, 0.1, 
0.01. c = 10 -13 and 0 = 5. Hence, 3 base vectors are required. The total number  of QR iterat ion 
steps was 5. As the diagonal element ql of  the bid iagonal  j~0) in (2) was larger than q12, it is 
expected that QR iterations are most efficient. Indeed,  the total number  of QL  iteration steps 
needed for convergence to three base vectors is 7. Table 5 gives the CPU times obtained when 
Cases a, b, c, and d (def ined in section 4.2) are considered. 
Table 5 
Case a Case b Case c Case d 
PSVD DSVDC PSVD DSVDC PSVD DSVDC PSVD DSVDC 
bidiagonalization 13 
initialization U or V 
diagonalization 7 
back transformation 3 
Total 23 
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 
4 6 10 9 
20 7 20 12 29 8 21 
3 5 5 
3~ 2-3 3-~ 50 5-~ 2-g 4-3 
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Table 6 
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Case a Case b Case c Case d 
PSVD DSVDC PSVD DSVDC PSVD DSVDC PSVD DSVDC 
triangularization 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
bidiagonalization f R 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
initialization U or V of R 3 3 6 3 
diagonalization of R 6 17 6 17 9 23 6 17 
back transformation 1 0 3 20 4 21 10 27 
Total 22 35 24 55 28 65 31 62 
Example 4. A is a 18 × 11 matrix with singular values 10, 8, 4, 2, 1, 0.8, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001. 
= 10 -13 and 0 = 0.05. Hence a singular subspace of dimension d= 2 is requested. The total 
number of QR iterations was 4. The CPU times shown in Table 6 have been obtained for the 
Cases a, b, c and d of section 4.2. 
The following two examples il lustrate the efficiency of solving a set of nonhomogeneous 
equations using Algorithm 3.7. They are compared with the CPU times needed to solve the set 
with the ordinary least squares method based on SVD, e.g. the procedure MINF IT  in the 
E ISPACK library [11]. 
Example 5. [A; b] is a 10 × 11 matrix with singular values 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. c = 10 -13. 
Results are presented in Table 7. 
Example 6. [A; b] is a 15 × 16 matrix with singular values 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 
0.6, 0.5. ~ = 10 -13. See Table 8 for results. 
Table 7 
Algorithm 3.7 MINFIT 
4 triangularization f[A; b] 
bidiagonalization f A 
initialization V of A 
diagonalization ofA 
back transformation 









Algoritban 3.7 MINFIT 
triangularization f [A; b] 10 
bidiagonalization fA 20 
initialization V of A 2 
diagonalization ofA 36 
back transformation 2 
solution x = V~,-IUTb 2 
Total 12 66 
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We also checked the accuracy of some of the computed results. The desired vectors of the 
matrices U and V in (1) agree to within a few units of the machine precision in almost all the 
cases but the signs of the corresponding vectors may be reversed. In fact, the SVD is only unique 
to within such a sign change. 
5. Conclusions 
An improved algorithm PSVD is presented computing the singular subspace of a matrix, 
corresponding to its smallest singular values. There are three reasons for its high efficiency with 
respect to the classical SVD algorithm. First, the Householder transformations of the bidi- 
agonalization are only applied on the base vectors of the desired singular subspace. Second, the 
bidiagonal is only partially diagonalized and third, a choice is made between QR and QL 
iteration steps. By analyzing the operation counts, the relative efficiency of PSVD with respect o 
classical SVD is demonstrated and confirmed with computational results. Depending on the gap, 
the desired numerical accuracy and the dimension of the desired subspace, PSVD can be three 
times faster than the classical SVD algorithm while the same accuracy can be maintained. Using 
the new algorithm, a large reduction in computation time can be gained in total least squares 
applications, in the computation of the null space of a matrix and in solving (non)homogeneous 
linear equations. Based on PSVD a very efficient and reliable algorithm is also derived for 
solving nonhomogeneous linear equations. From a practical point of view, one may observe that 
in general the classical SVD algorithm is not likely to be improved in speed but is used 
extensively in many applications where the above mentioned problems occur. Hence the 
improved speed of PSVD should prove to be quite valuable for all these applications. 
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